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QUESTION NO: 1

Regarding the failure analysis process of the software module in the U1900 system, which statement is correct () (multiple 
choice)

A. In the SETUP message received by the CCM module, FROM (USAM) represents the caller. The calling party is an 
internal user of U1900

B. In the INFORMATION message received by the CCM module, you can view the calling and called number of the call, 
calling authority, and called location information.

C. If the call fails, you can quickly locate the cause of the error by checking the "Release" keyword in the INFORMATION 
message received by the CCM module

D. If the call fails, you can quickly find the cause of the error by checking the release reason code ucCause contained in the 
INFORMATION message received by the CCM module

ANSWER: A B C D 

QUESTION NO: 2

Regarding the Fusion Conference 3.0 solution, which of the following statements is correct () (single choice)

A. The account to log in to the eMP system needs to be created in the eMP system

B. The eMP system accesses the BMU system to obtain UC system address book information

C. The eMP system queries the address book information of the video conferencing system by accessing eUA

D. eSpace Web Query the address book information of the video conferencing system by accessing eUA

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 3

In the U1900 series unified gateways, what is the correct statement about the prefix? ()

A. The prefix is divided into intra-office prefix and outgoing prefix

B. Intra-office prefix refers to the prefix used when dialing between different extensions of the same company

C. Since prefix 28 includes prefix 289, the system performs the called number according to the maximum matching principle 
Analysis, the call with the called number 28901111 should choose prefix 28
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D. The prefix must correspond to the office route selection code

ANSWER: A B 

QUESTION NO: 4

The customer purchased two SCs, namely SC1 and SC2. Even if SC1 is configured with 1 service IP and SC2 is configured 
with 2 service IPs, it will not affect the configuration of SC1 and SC2. () Right or Wrong

A. Right

B. Wrong

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 5

A single Media board of VP9660 MCU can support up to () 1080P 30 ports?

A. 12

B. 36

C. 24

D. 8

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 6

In the U1900 unified gateway, outgoing calls need to be configured in a certain order. The following configuration process is 
correct () Multiple choice

A. Office route selection code -> office route -> trunk -> prefix

B. Office route selection code -> Trunk -> Office route -> Prefix

C. Office route selection code -> prefix -> office route -> trunk
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D. Office route selection code -> Trunk -> Prefix -> Office route

ANSWER: A C 

QUESTION NO: 7

In the SIP protocol, the Cancel transaction can be used to cancel the Update transaction. () Right or Wrong

A. Right

B. Wrong

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 8

When the eSpace 7900 series phones are restored to factory settings, which of the following statements is correct is () 
multiple choice

A. Restoring factory settings will reset all phone parameters to default values

B. All information in contacts and call logs will be retained

C. Signal tones, language packs and personalized wallpapers imported by users will be retained

D. In the phone login interface, long press the home interface button to restore the factory settings

ANSWER: A D 

QUESTION NO: 9

There are two terminals, T1 and T2, both registered to the same GK. When T1 calls T2 by number, what is wrong with the 
following statement? () Multiple choice

A. The ACF message received by T1 contains the GK call signaling channel transmission address

B. The ACF message received by T1 contains the call signaling channel transmission address of T2

C. After T2 receives the Setup message, it sends an ARQ message to GK

D. After T2 receives the Setup message, it sends an ARQ message to T1
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ANSWER: A D 

QUESTION NO: 10

The standard auxiliary stream token management protocol recommended by the SIP protocol is () (single choice)

A. H.239

B. INFO

C. BFCP

D. H.245

ANSWER: C 
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